
 

The year 2004 was Contender’s year – his son Montender won team gold and the 

individual bronze medal at the Athens Olympic Games in Greece, under the saddle of 

Marco Kutscher. The merely eight-year old Countdown was the youngest horse in the 

individual finals of the Olympic Games under the Brazilian rider Alfonso Miranda de 

Neto, after the pair had earlier come second in the Falsterbo Grand Prix in Sweden. 

 
Countdown with Alfons Miranda de Neto/Brazil in the individual Olympic finals. 

Collin won the Hamburg Showjumping Derby with Toni Hassmann. On that very same 

day, Constantin and Markus Beerbaum fetched the winner’s trophy in the Munich 

Grand Prix. Checkmate and Meredith Michaels-Beerbaum were rewarded with a cheque 

amounting to Euro 250,000 for their overall win in the Rider’s Tour. Con Spirito R, 

ridden by Theo Muff from Switzerland, won the Sires of the World Grand Prix series in 

Zangersheide, Belgium, whilst Chellano Z attained overall second place with the French 

rider Edouard Mathé. All these wins inter alia, resulted in Contender achieving third 

place in the 2004 ranking of the world’s best sires of showjumpers. Contender’s name 

continued to be present in sports events and tournaments around the globe in 2005.  



Meredith Michaels-Beerbaum won the Neumünster Grand 
Prix and the Braunschweig Derby on her steed 
Checkmate, in February 2005, while Constantin, ridden by 
Markus Beerbaum, achieved eleventh place in the World 
Cup finals in Las Vegas, USA. Contender’s son Collin 
won the Hamburg Derby for the second time under Toni 
Hassmann and Checkmate together with Meredith 
Michaels-Beerbaum, fetched the first prize in the 
Wiesbaden Grand Prix…. The breeding value yearbook 
recorded life progeny winnings of more than 2.1million 
Euro for the meanwhile 21 year-old Holstein stallion 
Contender, who never placed his hooves on the sporting 
stage himself. This does not include the successes of his 
sons and daughters, ridden by foreign riders outside of 
Germany, such as Clou/Mikko Pirala (Finland), 
Carmen/John Whitaker (Britain) and Costa/Yves 
Houtackers (the Netherlands). 

 
Carmen unter John Whitaker/GBR. 

Calypso II times Ramiro 

Contender’s prepotency is not coincidental. The pedigree of the dark tan stallion, which 

was born in 1984 on Niko Detlef’s studfarm in Dänschendorf, reflects a pure rideability 

and showjumping genes. His sire Calypso II, who derived from Holstein’s Anglo-

Norman import of the century, Cor de la Bryère, left a whole legion of sports cracks and 

breeding stars for the equestrian scene. 

The dam Gofine (by Ramiro) also gave birth to three full-siblings from the mating 

combination with Caletto I, the vice-champion Cornetto, who was applied in Denmark 

and the two successful international showjumpers Antigone and Insulanerin. Gofine 

furthermore presented the mare Ulina (by Chicago), with whom Susanne Behring won 

the German Ladies Showjumping Championship in Balve in 1992. Covered by Leander, 

she moreover presented Largo, and in a further mating with Fridericus, she produced 

Florenza and Frechdachs, all three of which were successful international competition 

sports horses. 



 
Contender’s dam Gofine. 

The Gofine daughter Akelei III (by Landgraf) became dam of the two approved 

stallions Cassandro I and II (both by Caletto I). Cassandro I, the champion stallion of 

the 1992 Holstein approval in Neumünster, was not utilized for breeding. Instead, he 

had placements in international competitions under the Italian rider Jerry Smit. 

Cassandro II, who was approved for the ZfdP, was equally successful on the 

international stage. A Gofine daughter, the state premium mare Goldküste (by Lord), 

presented Libelle V (by Quidam de Revel). Goldküste was in turn mated with 

Coronado, to produce the approved Capanos. Gofine’s daughter M-Lareen (by Leander) 

was covered by Caletto I, whereupon she gave birth to the successful international 

sports horses Fine Kiss/Michel Robert (France) and Caliskan/Candice King (USA). 

Gofine’s half-sister Mayday (by Marlon xx) amassed ribbons in the advanced (S) class.  

Contender’s pedigree, which by way of Ramiro, includes such competition sports 

champions as Ratina Z/Piet Raymakers (Netherlands) respectively, Ludger Beerbaum, 

Albführen’s Ramonus/Helena Weinberg, Royal Discovery/Markus Beerbaum and 

Royal Kaliber/Chris Kappler (USA), moreover boasts Cottage Son xx. Contender’s 

damline 2472 produced further approved stallions such as Capanos, Fasching and 

Mambrino. 



 
Contender as a two-year-old at his approval in Holstein. 

Debut in Oldenburg 
The winner of the 1987 Adelheidsdorf stallion performance test, Contender, did not 

begin his siring career in his Holstein home, but rather as a leased stallion in Oldenburg. 

He was stationed at the Horst Bührmann station in Großenkneten/Döhlen for three years 

and presented performance horses of the very finest quality right from the start. Clinton 

and Continue pranced in the premium ring at the Oldenburg approval, whereas 

Contango completed his stallion performance test as cream of the crop in 1991 and 

Continue was runner up in 1993. While Contango, who was bred by Egon Wichmann, 

caused a stir as a transmitter of showjumpers in the Netherlands and the USA, Continue 

is frequently found in the damline, as evidenced by the approved stallion Balou du 

Rouet (by Baloubet du Rouet), who qualified for the 2004 Federal Championship. 

Calmiro, a full-brother of Continue, is the damsire of Rubin Cortez (by Rubin Royal), 

the 2003 Oldenburg vice-champion.  

The daughter, state premium mare Riconda (dam by Figaro, breeder Werner Martens 

from Wardenburg) became Miss Oldenburg in 1993 and was federal champion four-

year-old mare in Warendorf the following year. C’Est Bon had placements in the 

Dortmund, Aachen and s’Hertogenbosch (Netherlands) dressage contests under the 

saddle of Gonnelien Rothenberger-Gordijn from the Netherlands. Charisma/Markus 

Fuchs (Switzerland) and Niko/Geoff Billington (Britain) enjoyed successes on the 

international showjumping courses. This proof of overriding quality, already apparent in 

Contender’s first crop of foals resulted in his winning the 1988 I-b premium of the 

Oldenburg Association. 

 

  

„Contender belonged to the leading edge of the 1986 

approval age class“ 



-  
Gerhard Gramann, the former Holstein head-breeding official remembers. 

>> zum Pedigree << 

Return to Holstein 
Back at home in the state between the seas (the North Sea and the Baltic Sea), 

Contender continued his successful run without a break. He presented among others, 

Camiros, the champion stallion of the 1994 Holstein approval for the Holstein 

Association. The stallion, who is meanwhile stationed in the USA, is merely one of 

meanwhile 80 approved Contender sons. A magnificent example from Contender’s 

imposing list of stallion sons, is the premium stallion Contendro I. This young stallion 

emulated his sire by winning the stallion performance test in Adelheidsdorf in 2000 and 

then becoming a sought after sire himself, first, at the Celle state stud in Landesbrück in 

Lower Saxony and after that, at the Famos studfarm in Syke. A total of 14 Contendro 

sons was approved by the breeding judges at the Verden, Neumünster, Münster-

Handorf, Munich-Riem and Kreuth approval sites in 2004, including the second vice-

champion of the Holstein approval, Colandro. The year 2001 was Contendro’s 

competition sports debut: second place in the Holstein Riding Horse Championship and 

nomination for the Federal Championship. Contendro I achieved front placements in 

starts in showjumper tests in the intermediate (M) class, following almost exclusive 

utilization for breeding. His dam Bravo (by Reichsgraf) not only produced Contendro’s 

approved fullbrother Contendro II, but in a mating combination with Caretino, also gave 

birth to the top sire Caretano. Contendro’s grandam Ofarim (by Rasputin) is the dam of 

the approved stallion Conteur (by Contender). The latter was premium stallion of the 

2000 Holstein approval, vice-champion of his stallion performance test in 

Adelheidsdorf in 2001 and came fourth in the Federal Championship of Four-Year-Old 

Stallions in 2002. Federal Championships  

The cue „Federal Championship“ is closely linked to Contendro I and Conteur. A 

summit meeting of the best up and coming young German horses is found in the 

biographies of many Contender offspring.  

Grand Prix’ winners: Conterno Grande under Marco Kutscher. 

This is evidenced by Conterno Grande (dam by 
Grannus), who attained fifth place in the 2000 five-year-
old finals under Joachim Heyer and the following year 
became vice-champion six-year-old, just barely missing 
out on the main title. The powerful dark tan Oldenburg 
showjumper from Harli Seiffert’s performance horse 
breeding programme (half-brother of Couleur Rubin by 
Cordalmé Z), who was approved as vice-champion in 
Oldenburg in 1997, really got going with Marco Kutscher 
after that, winning among other events, the Bremen 
Grand Prix. 

 



The Contender specialist Marco Kutscher also rode Cody on the Burandtwiese to win 

the six-year-old showjumping event in 2002, ahead of further the Contender sons 

Champion, Conteros, Countdown and Chip Chap. The Oldenburg stallion Cody, bred 

out of a Diadem dam by Hildegard Kuhlmann from Bramsche, was sold for a peak price 

at the PSI auction. Cody’s younger full-brother Café au lait thrilled the approval 

commission of the Oldenburg-International Showjumper Breeding Association in 2003. 

The head-breeding official Dr. Wolfgang Schulze-Schleppinghoff justified the 

proclamation of Café au lait as the champion stallion, on the basis of his gift of „best 

imaginable“ jumping ability. This characteristic has meanwhile been confirmed by the 

dark tan stallion countless times, through series wins in showjumper tests at the novice 

(A) and elementary (L) levels. 

The Contender son Cappuccino already triumphed in the five-year-old finals in 1999. 

René Tebbel sat in the saddle of the Holstein gelding, bred by Peter Grader in Basthorst. 

Cappuccino (dam by Windsor II), has earned his prize money under the saddle of 

Tobias Meyer in the advanced (S) class since then.  

Contender’s 

most recent coup in the German Championship of Promising Young Horses was the 

bronze medal won by Corlando (dam by Cor de la Bryère) under Franz-Josef 

Dahlmann. 

Montender  

The horse and his rider were on the reserve list in the nomination for the 2004 Olympic 

Games team in Athens, before they became members of the team as a result of Marcus 

Ehning’s For Pleasure dropping out. The pair then managed to depart from the „holy 

lawn“ of the Marcopoulou Stadium, as the best German pair. The pair t we are referring 

to are Montender and Marco Kutscher. Montender was bred by the Dutchman Johnny 

Visschedijk from De Lutte, out of Jesprit by Berggraaf. The dark tan KWPN stallion 

provided the first sample of his talent at the age of four years through an overwhelming 



win in a showjumper test at the CSI in Tweente in the Netherlands. His excellent 

manner did not remain unnoticed for long. Ludger Beerbaum, soon fetched this expert 

young horse into his stables, to be ridden by the stable jockey Marco Kutscher. 

Montender first started in advanced showjumping competitions under Marco Kutscher 

as a seven-year-old – and naturally won. This was followed in 2002, by initial Grand 

Prix starts, including the Aachen Grand Prix. In 2003, the pair came second in the La 

Baule Nation’s Cup in France and fifth in the Wiesbaden Grand Prix. Then Montender 

left his competitors without a hope in the German Championship in Gera, attained 

seventh place in the Münster Grand Prix, won the Barcelona Nation’s Cup and rounded 

off the end of the season with the golden overall win of the Riders-Tour team 

evaluation. 

In 2004, the pair won the Spanish Sunshine Tour Grand Prix in the Outdoor Season, 

won the La Baule, France and Aachen Nation’s Cups and travelled to the Athens 

Olympics.  

In the Greek metropolis, Marco Kutscher and Montender took the wind out of 

everyone’s sails that had criticized the decision to nominate the „inexperienced pair“ 

prior to the Games, through two model clear rounds in the Nation’s cup, which 

stylistically, also deserved an olive wreath. The fact that the team gold medal, which 

had already been awarded, was threatened with loss and replacement by merely a 

bronze medal, because of the impending disqualification of Goldfever and Ludger 

Beerbaum, does not reduce this great feat by any means. Marco Kutscher and 

Montender just barely missed out on winning the bronze medal in the individual finals 

because of dawdling. However, disqualification of the Olympic gold medal winner Cian 

O’Connor because of alleged doping, and the consequential disallowance of the gold 

medal, ultimately enabled Marco Kutscher and his steed to claim the individual bronze 

medal too. 

 
Team gold and the individual bronze medal for Marco Kutscher and Montender at the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens. 



Marco Kutscher and Montender just barely missed out on winning the bronze medal in 

the individual finals because of dawdling. However, disqualification of the Olympic 

gold medal winner Cian O’Connor because of alleged doping, and the consequential 

disallowance of the gold medal, ultimately enabled Marco Kutscher and his steed to 

claim the individual bronze medal too.  

Montender has also made the news as a sire. He succeeded in presenting two approved 

sons, Montendro and the premium stallion Monte Bellini at the 2004 North-Rhine-

Westphalian approval in Münster-Handorf in Germany, despite only sparse application 

in breeding. The KWPN stallion Sontender, who attained his first placements in 

showjumper tests, has also been approved for breeding. Johnny Vischedijk, 

Montender’s breeder, is likewise Sontender’s owner-breeder. 

Top auction lots  

Contender progeny are „ready, willing and able“. The prodigious cocktail of talent, 

consisting of character, ability and quality of movement, becomes apparent at an early 

stage, explaining the high prices that Contender progeny fetch at auctions. The Holstein 

stallion Controe was the top lot of the 26th Riding Horse Auction in Neumünster in the 

autumn of 1997. Peter Cordsen from Stockelsdorf bred the bay horse out of the mare 

Amalva by Aloube Z. Jörg Kreutzmann introduced Controe to competition sport and 

Marco Kutscher has piloted him since 2002. To date, Controe has attained inter alia, 

two second places, in the La Coruna, Spain Grand Prix and the Berlin World Cup 

qualification, fifth places in the World Cup qualification in s’Hertogenbosch in the 

Netherlands and the Nörten-Hardenberg Grand Prix, with a life winnings sum of Euro 

225,305 (2004 FN breeding value yearbook).  

 
Controe, ridden to third place by Marco Kutscher in the Göteborg, Sweden World Cup qualification in 2005. 

The mare Cherry (dam by Athlet Z) likewise stems from a combination of Contender 

blood with that of Almé Z blood. She was the most expensive horse auctioned in 

Neumünster in 1996. In 2005, Collin and his rider again won an oak wreath for the only 

zero round in the Derby course. In 1998, the mare Celine Dion was the top dressage lot 

in Neumünster and Collin the most highly priced showjumper. The bay gelding Collin 

was bred out of the mare Elegant I by Landgraf. He initially came fifth at the Federal 



Championship of Six-Year-Olds with Eva Deimel in 2000, then enjoyed successes 

under Markus Merschformann and after that, presented the only clear round in going 

around the course thus the 132nd zero mistake ride in the 75–year-old history of the 

German Showjumping Derby. In 2005, the duo repeated this feat at the same site. 

 

Collin’s breeder Hans-Jürgen Köhnke incidentally, has 
very special significance in Contender’s biography. In his 
day, the former Holstein approval commissioner was one 
of the people who saw to it, that Contender was not sold 
following his approval, but was rather sent to Oldenburg as 
a leased stallion. After returning to his Holstein breeding 
region, Contender was stationed at the Association station 
of Hans-Jürgen Köhnke in Badendorf from 1990 to 1993. 

  

Collin did not want to leave the derby bank during training in 2004.  

Then in the derby one week later, the unity had returned. 

  Checkmate  

It is not only Marco Kutscher, who has a soft spot for Contender, the husband and wife 

team Markus and Meredith Beerbaum also belong to the sire’s fan club. While Markus 

Beerbaum is chasing ribbons on the Holstein horse Constantin (dam by Marlon xx), 

from the breeding programme of the president of the Holstein Association and FN 

president count Breido Rantzau from Breitenburg as well as on Contendra, Meredith 

Michaels-Beerbaum is riding Checkmate, with the Hanoverian brand from one win to 

the next. The 2004 season saw the American born Meredith Michaels-Beerbaum and the 

1995 born dark tan gelding (dam by Pik Bube II), listed in twelfth position in the FEI 

list worldwide, four places behind Montender and Marco Kutscher. They owe this to 

their wins in the Dortmund Prize of North-Rhine-Westphalia, the World Cup 

qualification in Oslo, Norway, the Münster Grand Prix and the German Ladies Masters 

Tournament in Stuttgart, just to mention a few stations of the 2004 season. Sören von 

Rönne discovered this only 1.61 metre-sized jumper, who however has ever so much 

more fighting spirit. Renate Gerlach from Sulingen bred Checkmate, who made his 

rider Euro 250,000 Euro richer, by winning the 2004 Rider’s Tour finals at the Munich 

Indoor Tournament.  



Known for breakneck rounds : Checkmate and Meredith Michaels-
Beerbaum. 

 

. 
 

Chicoletto and Herbert Blöcker on the cross country tour. 

Cross Country  
Contender passes on the traits of preparedness to perform and performance ability to his 

progeny in twin packs, thus equipping them with the absolute prerequisite for being in 

the front ranks of that royal discipline of riding sport, three-day-eventing. The 

Oldenburg horse Chicoletto (dam by Barsoi xx), who was bred by Günter Meiners in 

Berne, has been actively engaged in the forefront. Chicoletto, started in the 2002 World 

Rider’s Games ridden by the cross-country legend Herbert Blöcker. Prior to the 

nomination, Chicoletto had won second place at the CIC*** in Bonn-Rodderberg and 

gained sixth place at the German Championship in Lühmühlen. Although the pair had to 

give up after the roads and tracks in Jerez in Spain, because of hoof problems, the 

following two years saw them, win i.a. in the Schenefeld CIC’s in an impressive finale 

to a very successful cross-country career. 

Chatte Noir is a further bush horse by Contender. Gisela Boes from Tangstedt bred the 

dark tan horse out of a dam by Nevado xx. Chatte Noir won the Young European team 

Three-Day-Eventing silver medal in 2003 under Malte Dohm. He furthermore came 

sixth in the individual evaluation in Bialy Bor in Poland. In 2002, the pair won 

European team gold in the Wiendorf, Austria cross-country competition, where they 

also came fifth in the individual evaluation. The Holstein combination qualified inter 

alia, by means of the bronze medal at the Championship of German Young Riders in 

Wahlsdorf-Liepe.  

The daughters  
Contender’s heredity is not restricted to the great bevy of sports cracks and approved 

sons, such as the Oldenburg state champion and Federal Championship finalist 

Concetto/Gerd Sosath and Collin L/Kai Ligges, who enjoyed successes in the 

Youngster Tour. The 2004 breeding yearbook registered 522 broodmares for the star 

Holstein hereditary transmitter, of which 59, including Ragazza I were awarded the state 

premium. The bay beauty from Thomas May’s breeding stables, was awarded the 

distinction of horse with „the best movement“ at the Elmshorn Elite Mare Show, at 



which she was only one of a total of eight approved Contender daughters. One year 

earlier, seven Contender daughters had also made up the biggest lot in Elmshorn.  

Contender as damsire 

Contender’s performance genes also prevailed on the 
dam sire’s side. Thus Lady Heida I (by Landor S, out of 
the state premium and elite mare Formosa by Contender), 
bred by Gerd Sosath from Lemwerder, fetched the win in 
the section of three-and-fouryear-old mares at the 2002 
Federal Mare Show in Neustadt/Dosse, with a 
showjumping weighting. 

The Oldenburg diamond ring mare and federal champion mare Lady 
Heida I. 

Her full sister Lady Heida II paraded in the diamond ring 
in Oldenburg in 2004, after winning the maximum score of 
10.0 points in loose jumping, similar to her older sister. 
 

 

The combination of Landor S with Contender also bore fruit with Lauterbach, champion 

stallion of the third Oldenburg-International approval in 2004 and premium stallion of 

the 2003 Oldenburg approval. 

 

The combination of Namelus R 
with Contender is likewise very 
promising: Nintender 
overshadowed the other juvenile 
stallion contenders by the speed 
of his reactions and rational 
jumping manner at the fourth 
Oldenburg-International 
Showjumper Breeder’s 
Association approval in 2004, 
where he was awarded the sash 
for the champion stallion. 

  

A further winner, Effenberg (by Exmiras) dominated at the „13th Mecklenburg 

Approval Days“ in Redefin in 2003.  



Chacco-Blue made one of the most spectacular appearances 
in the finals of the Federal Championship of Six-Year-Olds in 
2004, ridden by Cameron Hanley. Karl-Heinz Köpp from 
Groß Stieten bred the horse out of the mare Contara (by 
Contender), in a mating combination with Chambertin. 
Chacco-Blue actually deserved a special prize in Warendorf. 
The Mecklenburgstallion refused to follow the blocked jump 
route that his Irish rider wanted during the time finals, taking 
the direct route, from a 90 degree approach angle, without 
even touching the top pole, luckily for the photographers 
waiting behind it, who remained unscathed, but got a bit of a 
fright. 

Chacco-Blue and Cameron Hanley/Ireland at the Warendorf finals. 

 

   

Equally spectacular: Quadrigus M, the champion showjumper of the 2nd South German 

approval at the beginning of 2005. The Quartier Latin son, who was bred by Hannes 

Meindl from Kirchanschöring, out of a dam by Contender, was awarded the score of 

10.0 for loose jumping, the only maximum showjumping score awarded in Munich-

Riem. 

The progeny of dams by Contender are not only radiant performers on the showjumping 

course, but also in the dressage arena. The Oldenburg premium stallion Sir Oldenburg 

(by Sion, bred by Alfons Rolfes from Garrel), won the 2001 Oldenburg State 

Championship. One year later, Sir Oldenburg became vice-champion, followed by his 

winning the bronze medal of the fouryear-old stallions and then in 2003 and 2004 

respectively, qualifying for the Warendorf Dressage Competitions. 

EVA  
Contender’s career as a sire had its ups and downs. In 2001, the stallion, which was 

stationed in Elmshorn, was tested positively for EVA. „The breeders immediately 

became disconcerted after being informed about the infection“, reports head 

insemination official Gérard Muffels from the Holstein Association. During the second 

EVA season however, demand for Contender, who had been evacuated to Haselau for 

quarantine reasons, was already as high again as previously. Three-hundred-and- fifty 

Holstein mares are allowed to be inseminated each year, but Since Contender’s progeny 

are so successful in international competition sport, the restriction of 250 mares that 

normally applies in Holstein for insemination by one stallion, does not apply to him. 



A team for nigh to 20 years: Contender and Gérard 
Muffels. 

Gérard Muffels and Contender have been a 
team for nigh to 20 years. „I prepared him for 
approval in 1986“, says Muffels. Contender 
was always a sporty, self-confident type, 
constantly moving with equilibrium, prepared 
to perform at all times, yet always allowing 
himself to be handled, in days gone by and 
now. „Contender’s vigorousness comes from 
his sire Calypso II, whereas the toughness 
and longevity derives from Ramiro via his 
dam“. The transmission of these 
characteristics to his progeny make the 
stallion so popular with both amateur and 
professional riders. 

As uncomplicated as the grand seigneur of 
Holstein breeding may be, he does like to 
follow a few rituals reports Gérard Muffels: He 
prefers a very special grey mare type – not 
too big, as animator for the collection of his 
sperm, ... 

 

   

Honour, to whom honour is due 

 

It was time to honour Contender’s 
breeder Niko Detlef from 
Dänschendorf, on the island of 
Fehmarn, at the 2004 Neumünster 
approval. The golden FN medal is 
the highest recognition for the 
breeding of Contender, a sire of 
especial quality, whose offspring 
have been playing a major role in 
international competition sport for 
many years now. The cadre of up 
and coming young horses recruited 
from almost every German 
breeding region promises that this 
will remain the case. 

Honoured for breeding an overwhelming 
sire:Niko Detlef and his Contender. 

Examples:  
1. Archie Bunker, the Oldenburg horse (dam by Grannus), ridden by John Pearce from 

Canada: national six-year-old champion at the 2004 Canadian National Horse Jumper 

Development Series in Toronto, Canada. 

2. The Holstein horse Chogun (dam by Aloubet Z), ridden by Marco Kutscher to win 

the 2004 Spanish Sunshine Tour. 



3. The Holstein Association stallion Con Air (dam by Carolus I), ridden very 

successfully in the Youngster’s Tour by Lars Bak Andersen from Denmark. 

4. The Holstein horse Con Caletto, a full brother of the world showjumping champion 

of breeding stallions Con Spirito R, who also won the YJC Western League Finals of 

seven-and-eight-year-olds in the USA under Mandy Goosen and 

5. The Westphalian Condato, who received the award of „Best Showjumper Stallion of 

the 2003 North-Rhine-Westphalian Approval in Münster-Handorf, just to name a few. 

 
Condato was awarded the distinction of „Best Showjumper Stallion of the North-Rhine-Westphalian Approval in Münster-Handorf in 2003. 
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